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Executive Summary
Section A │ Evidence and Analysis
1.0

Introduction and rationale

This report aims to support the development of resilience and prosperity in the neighbourhoods of Harlow New Town
and the district as a whole. DELVE believes all places can be both resilient and prosperous and that these characteristics
of place are intertwined.
Prosperity
DELVE defines a prosperous town as one
which is thriving, characterised by its
1
inhabitants’ high levels of well-being
and access to fulfilling jobs and varied
employment opportunity in a high
quality environment with many, varied
social / communal activities - shifting
away from a definition focussed solely
on financial success.

2

Resilience
A resilient town is one able to respond to
opportunity and is ready to withstand
unknown challenges that may be around
the corner, whether they be
environmental, economic or social. It has
the means to bounce back from such
3
adversity , maintaining its sense of
wellbeing by having strong relationships
and interconnections’.

This report presents research undertaken in the town as well as analysis of the evidence gathered and concludes by
setting out a series of cross-cutting strategic initiatives addressing the five key themes of:
●
●
●
●
●

health and wellbeing
education and life-long learning
green space and the environment
local economic development
creative economy

Each of the initiatives uses the power of culture and creativity to deliver significant impact on these agendas while
making strategic connections across the five themes in a way that is resource efficient. The portfolio of cross-cutting
initiatives and cultural projects is specifically tailored to Harlow’s cultural, heritage, urban planning and local economic
development sectors and its communities.

2.1

Methodology: evidence gathering and analysis

In order to gather diverse place-based evidence about Harlow, research has been undertaken through:
● direct engagement with a variety of individuals and communities
● in depth conversation with key players and groups
● direct observation of events and activities
● undertaking walking and photographic tours around Harlow’s neighbourhoods
● spatial analysis and urban design assessment techniques
● desk-based research (local and national policy and data; relevant research, journalism and reports)
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This evidence has been analysed with an asset-based approach, including identifying a set of key Harlow assets and
undertaking SWOC analyses. This work has focussed on those aspects which can deliver the most benefit for the five key
themes, using ideas development and mapping techniques to identify strategic connections across assets and activities.

2.2

Strategic cross-cutting initiatives

The full report outlines eight initiatives with one of these fully detailed to demonstrate practical application. Each
initiative includes potential Harlow ‘real-world’ partnerships and stakeholders who could develop, co-produce and
implement the initiatives as well as making connections to national stakeholders and partners.
With a focus on vision and ambition, the initiatives offer new models, processes and approaches for creating enhanced
,
resilience and prosperity in neighbourhoods and across the district as a whole by linking the five themes and providing a
signpost to the future direction for the role of culture in action in Harlow. They are intended to offer a strategic approach
to positioning Harlow as an exemplar, leading the development of good practice from which others take inspiration and
learning.

3.0

Overview of Harlow

This overview of Harlow is based on DELVE's
research into the district - a series of snapshots
seek to capture the essential characteristics and
qualities of the town in 15 sections:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15

Location and governance
The heritage of New Town Planning
Harlow’s neighbourhoods, landscape
and green infrastructure
Housing and homes
Transport infrastructure
Demographics/people
Health and wellbeing
Education
Community spirit
Sport and leisure
Employment and jobs
Industry
Local economy
Town and district centres
Creative and cultural landscape

(see full report for details)
Figure 1 Context map of Harlow ©DELVE 2016 (Image: Sarah Spanton)

Figure 2 Herts & Essex Community Farm ©DELVE 2016 (Image: Richard Sobey)

Figure 3 Housing in Sumners ©DELVE 2016 (Image: Richard Sobey)
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Figure 4 Harlow Map © DELVE 2016 (Image: Sarah Spanton, base-map Harlow Cycle Track Map4)

4.0

Action research

Harlow Habitats community engagement events: DELVE held a community engagement event over two days at
5
Heart4Harlow’s festival on May 28 and 29, 2016 in the Water Gardens in Harlow town centre.
Observations on Harlow: an in-depth study of Harlow was carried out over a one year period by DELVE Co-Director
Richard Sobey. The research was undertaken through: face to face interviews, notated face to face meetings, event
attendance, observational tours, desk research and, ideas development and mind-mapping techniques.

5.0

Analysis

DELVE’s analysis has been filtered through the five key themes (see 1.0). The analysis has informed the shape and
character of the eight cross-cutting strategic initiatives outlined in Section B below.

5.1

Green infrastructure, green technologies and sustainable transport

Harlow has a considerable green infrastructure when lesser considered green spaces such as verges and smaller copses of
trees are taken into account. This report identifies the idea of CPULS (Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes) as
valuable for Harlow. This is the idea that towns and cities can be designed so that they can also be productive food
growing spaces with the potential to produce local food in abundance in neighbourhoods and relying less on national and
6
international imports .
Harlow is in an optimum position to develop its green local economy with its strong green assets already in place. Green
infrastructure, natural and open spaces and spaces for leisure such as parks are vital for health and wellbeing for
7
residents , are highly valued by them and can act a pull for tourism and new business. The town is in a key position with
its background in technology and bioscience industries to innovate around sustainable (green) technologies, providing
8
local jobs and skills within the local economy . Additionally, it has strength in this area in relation to its transport
infrastructure (cycle and walking path networks, pedestrian town and district centres). Harlow residents’ interest in green
assets places it in a good position to investigate the potential of community energy schemes which ‘…give citizens the
9
power to transform how they buy, use and generate power in their area’ .
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5.2

Social prescribing

There could be a positive and impactful role for social prescribing in Harlow. Taking place within or in partnership with GP
10
practices , social prescribing is ‘… a mechanism for linking patients with non-medical sources of support within the
11
12
community’ . Social prescribing projects tackle health and social inequalities using the social model of health – a
people-centred approach, which facilitates individuals and communities to develop and strengthen self-efficacy,
resilience, self-confidence, aspirations, social connections and community pride. The social prescribing methodology
addresses individual health and wellbeing issues, including social isolation and poor mental health, and can make strong
links to community, volunteering, arts and cultural activities.

5.3

STEAM subjects in education

Schools and informal educational settings in Harlow could benefit from developing and embedding the arts/creative
13
subject areas through a focus on STEAM subjects . In recent years there has been an emphasis on STEM (science,
14
technology, engineering and maths), but by adding arts subjects (STEAM), creativity leading to innovation and invention
15
(key drivers for new business development) are added to the mix .

5.4

Harlow Corporate Plan and Harlow Local Development Plan

DELVE’s analysis directly tackles some of the key issues raised in Harlow’s current Local Plan document ‘Harlow Local
Development Plan: Emerging Strategy and Further Options, April 2014’, such as a concern that Harlow as a town might
decline if improvements are not achieved in education, jobs, health and environment. The analysis also directly takes on
16
four of the five key strategies highlighted in Harlow District Council’s Corporate Plan :





No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Regeneration and a thriving economy
Wellbeing and social inclusion
A clean and green environment
Successful children and young people

In accord with the Harlow Corporate Plan, this report recommends a broad-based partnership approach bringing public,
private and social businesses and institutions together to achieve resilience and prosperity for Harlow. This approach
17
avoids overdependence on any one sector and creates mutuality between the sectors. It can lead to major innovations
18
and the connections and collaborations themselves can have significant value, being more than the sum of their parts .
Additionally, co-producing to make improvements and develop local services by bringing community groups and local
19
people together with businesses and institutions would be hugely beneficial to the town .

5.5

Local Economic Development (LED)

Those working in LED are increasingly concerned that local economic development approaches which rely on a ‘trickle
down’ of economic wealth from the richest in society to the poorest are increasingly being shown not to work and, in
20
some quarters, those living in poverty are seen as a hindrance to prosperity . DELVE’s approach is to consider all people
regardless of their socio-economic position as having value and the ability to contribute positively to their communities.
Those pursuing progressive approaches to LED, such as the Centre for Local Economic Strategies (CLES), see places as
interconnected systems of people – and identify local authorities as having a key convenor role: able to facilitate, coordinate and bring people together. This approach also highlights the role of co-production of services, where the
distinction between producers and consumers of services is deliberately blurred – advocating that ‘everyone has
21
something to contribute; reciprocity is important, social relationships matter…’ . Harlow District Council is in a strong
22
position to take on this significant convening role to support the development of a ‘good’ local economy .

5.6

Reviving town and district centres

23

Nationally town centres are undergoing significant decline . Research identifies issues for town centres remaining
24
engaging and lively . Trends in town centre use show the development of multi-use spaces where residents can
25
socialise and find entertainment as well as shop . There are calls for planning to adopt a more flexible approach to use
26
classes to catch up with these changes . In terms of LED and stronger economic growth, there are calls for Local
Authorities to make more effective use of their public sector assets in town centres, such as libraries and galleries, and to
act actively as economic stewards, bringing the public, private and social sectors together to collaborate on town centre
27
development .
Diverse and distinctive shopping areas support local economic resilience as varied local businesses can trade with each
other rather than going out of town; thus it is important to support entrepreneurs and new businesses which are
28
producing local goods and services which can keep money flowing locally . Harlow has the potential to revive its town
and district centres by making more of its public sector assets and to enhance local economic resilience by supporting
current and new local businesses to keep money circulating locally.
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5.7

Creative economy

The government defines the creative industries to include artists across all art forms (dance, drama, music, visual arts,
film) as well as design professionals and computer programmers – this group tend to ‘be highly educated, skilled and
29
drivers of innovation’ . When DELVE talks about the arts and cultural sector, it includes those working in allied
professions and at all levels: part-time, full-time, from self-employed to running a small, medium or large businesses,
such as a gallery or museum.
The role of the creative industries cannot be underestimated in terms of their value to the economy, being worth
£84.1billion in 2014 with music, performance and visual arts, GVA at £5444 million, crafts at £288 million and IT, software
30
and computer services at £36,578 million . There is government recognition of the value of culture and the arts
31
contribution to developing place, to health and wellbeing, to education and to economic growth and jobs . However,
DELVE highlights that cultural activity has value beyond the purely economic since it ‘deals with concepts like trust, love,
32
friendship and identity’ . Furthermore DELVE believes that the cultural sector could be playing a stronger role in civic
33
society and identifies considerable potential for the creative economy and the cultural sector in Harlow.

5.8

Five SWOCs

DELVE undertook a series of SWOCs, one for each of the five themes; health and wellbeing, education and life-long
learning, green space and the environment, local economic development and creative economy (see full report for
details).

5.9

Harlow’s key assets

DELVE identified eight key assets in Harlow:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

It is the birthplace of fibre optic communications
The heritage of new town planning
The number of cycle paths and the cycle museum
The walkability of the town centre
The heritage of the public health sector
The abundance and variety of public green spaces/infrastructure at a range of scales
Its ambition for innovation and technology development
Its potential to be an incubator for sustainable living technologies
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Section B │ Initiatives
1.0

Introducing the initiatives

DELVE has devised a series of eight cross-cutting initiatives as case study examples, to inform new thinking about ways of
approaching activities that support the development of prosperity and resilience in Harlow using culture and heritage.
Focussing on vision and ambition, they offer new models, processes and approaches for creating enhanced resilience and
prosperity in neighbourhoods and across the district as a whole by linking the five themes. They focus on researching,
testing and modelling approaches to programmes of strategic activity to address the themes and issues raised through
the research. These initiatives provide a signpost to future directions for the role of culture as action in Harlow.

1.2

Eight Initiatives

Each initiative is sub-divided into a number of pathways. These pathways are not offered as prescribed solutions, but are
intended as starting points for a professional strategic conversation across Harlow’s stakeholders. Some of the ideas can
be treated as a menu; with items complementing and cross-fertilising each other through discussion and development,
with the potential to be scaled up or down.

1. Upcycling the Cycle Paths
2. Harvesting the Green
3. Green Wedge Learning
4. Playable Town
5. Hospital: Health: Heritage
6. Leading Edge: Technology Futures
7. Untapped Treasures: New Town Legacy
8. Little Ideas; Big Data
1. Upcycling the Cycle Paths
Family-friendly games
Active heritage cycling
Cycle path ‘Olympics’
Harlow Festival: creative cycles

5. Hospital: Health: Heritage
Connecting people
Hospital histories; rites of passage
Community connections
6. Leading Edge: Technology Futures
Incubation pioneers
Innovation Kao
At home to ideas

2. Harvesting the Green
Harlow food festival
Kitchen garden Harlow
Cafe convivial
Citizen powered science

7. Untapped Treasures: New Town Legacy
Zeitgeist resonances
Leading on place-making

3. Green Wedge Learning
The wealth of the woods
Technological tools
Leading on learning

8. Little Ideas; Big Data
Green citizen data
Healthy living data

4. Playable Town
Home-grown and meanwhile
Playing out
Gaming Harlow
Harlow hosts
Five playable ways to wellbeing
See full report for details of each of the eight cross-cutting strategic initiatives, including one of the initiatives
unpacked in detail with a draft budget, and timeline from development to completion.
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